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Summary

There’s something to be said for being a fierce corpse, but it can also be a rather lonely existence. An unlikely friendship forms out of an odd situation.
Being a fierce corpse was not at all what Nie Mingjue thought it would be. He flexed his stiffening fingers.

Aside from the fact that his body didn’t move with the same ease, his strength had nearly tripled and he wasn’t able to get hurt.

He was able to fight endlessly without tiring, which was pretty cool. He stretched his arm above his head, testing his range of motion.

There was a soft plop from his side and he looked down with a grimace and picked up his arm. Of course. Being a fierce corpse might be okay except for the fact that his body parts didn’t always stay in place.

Nie Mingjue made his way towards the medical building.

The only other fierce corpse around, the Ghost General Wen Ning, was speaking softly to a Gusu Lan healer. A disciple.

Apparently, the sudden influx of sentient fierce corpses had meant there was a need for them to stay somewhere. Preferably under supervision.

The Lan Sect had been nominated to be the fierce corpse babysitters because of their connection with the former Yiling Patriarch.

It wasn’t so bad. Mingjue had settled in Qinghe for a bit, but the sect had changed under his brother’s leadership and he just didn’t fit in there anymore.

At least the fierce corpses didn’t have to abide by the stupid rules, and he could see Xichen. (If he was actually brave enough to seek his friend out)

At Mingjue’s heavy footfalls, the pair looked up.

He could immediately see the way Wen Ning folded in on himself. The disciple looked concerned, glancing at Nie Mingjue with a mix of defensiveness and fear.

“Chifeng-zun,” Wen Ning greeted softly, timidly.

Mingjue almost snorted at his diffident demeanor.

He held up his detached arm and watched Wen Ning’s eyes struggle to go wide in understanding.

He was startled when the smaller corpse carefully took his wrist and settled him into a chair.

The chains clanked.

“A-Xiao,” Wen Ning called to the disciple, “could you please bring me a needle and level three spirit binding thread?”

“Of course, Ning-qianbei!” the disciple from earlier bounded off. But not before leveling a dark
look at Mingjue.

He turned his attention to Wen Ning as the disciple returned. The boy hovered behind Wen Ning like a guardian, shooting wary looks at Mingjue.

Mingjue ignored them. Apparently the Ghost General was quite popular with the younger crowd. Who would have guessed?

He watched the shorter man carefully make each stitch, his gentle features intent.

He had never had much interaction with the Ghost General. He had fought him before, when he had been alive, and had been amazed at the sheer strength the other possessed. He had also, apparently, fought him while dead and put a very large hole in his chest.

Back when he was alive, he had believed the Ghost General to be a monster. A violent killing machine.

Instead the Ghost General was timid and soft-spoken. The violent killing machine was more like an easily startled rabbit.

The reality had shocked him.

Wen Ning glanced up at him before glancing back down hurriedly when their gazes met.

That was another thing about him.

He absolutely refused to make eye contact with Mingjue.

The former sect leader had seen the timid man make eye contact with nearly everyone else, so it wasn’t just him being timid.

While alive, Nie Mingjue was aware that people thought he was more brawn than brain. Sure he enjoyed fighting, but he was also capable of being observant. He was a sect leader after all.

So he had put his observation skills to use now.

Which is how he had come to the conclusion that Wen Ning treated him very differently than he did everyone else.

Wen Ning regarded him with a nervousness that, had he been alive, would have had him shaking in fear.

Sure, he had put a hole through the guy’s sternum at one point, but he hadn’t been totally with it.

“All done,” the low voice reached his ears, pulling him from his thoughts, “those stitches should hold better, the thread is thicker”

Wen Ning moved to leave but Mingjue grabbed his wrist.

As a fierce corpse, Mingjue’s strength was unrivaled even by Wen Ning, so it was an easy matter to trap him.

If Wen Ning could pale he would have. As it was, he shifted anxiously from foot to foot with his head bowed and face hidden by his hair.

Unsure why he had done that, but not willing to back down, Mingjue fixed his stare on the timid
corpse.

“You were a medic while alive right?”

“Well...my sister was. I helped, but I wasn’t very good at it”

Sister.

The Wen woman they had burned alive.

As much as he had hated the Wens, seeing a woman burned alive had been horrific. He had disagreed with that course of action.

She hadn’t made a sound as the flames swallowed her.

“I wasn’t good at much,” his voice was soft.

Nie Mingjue studied him. He felt a pang of guilt. Being dead changed his perspective on a lot. Without the haze of anger brought on by his qi, he was able to think clearly. Killing the Wens at the Burial Mounds had been an unnecessary and cruel thing to do. Forcing Wen Ning to watch while they killed his sister was another. Then to be held captive by the Jins...

Yeah. They could’ve done better.

“You do a fine job reattaching my limbs,” Mingjue patted him awkwardly on the shoulder. Wen Ning staggered under the touch.

“Thank you,” he stared at the ground. Nie Mingjue found himself fascinated by the long lashes that swept colorless cheeks.

An awkward silence settled over them before Mingjue released his wrist.

“Well.” he frowned, “thank you”

“You’re welcome,” came the soft response.

Nie Mingjue fled the room with as much dignity as he could.

After that, Mingjue had taken to observing Wen Ning more than before.

The shorter corpse seemed to be close to the kids that Wei Wuxian and Lan Wangji seemed to have accumulated.

The two Lans, an Ouyang, and a Jin followed him around like ducklings.

The sight of the fearsome Ghost General playing babysitter was one that would have made Mingjue laugh if he was capable of producing anything more than a strange grating noise.

Wen Ning doted on them, particularly the more Lanlike Lan boy.

Sizhui, Mingjue thought.

The Jin boy surprised him since Wen Ning had killed his parents.

He supposed if the boy could forgive Wei Wuxian, he could forgive Wen Ning. Now that Mingjue knew what it was like to be a mindless fierce corpse, he had an understanding of why Wen Ning
had done what he had done.

There were a lot of things he was discovering about the Ghost General.

Like now.

Now, Nie Mingjue stared at the Ghost General, terrifying monster of legend, slayer of hundreds, loyal attack dog of the equally feared Yiling Patriarch, sitting quietly on the grass surrounded by bunnies.

The younger corpse’s posture was relaxed. A far cry from the perpetual tension in his shoulders.

The first thought that flickered through Mingjue’s head was “cute”.

He supposed the smaller male was much like a rabbit himself; shy, jumpy and hid whenever there were too many people.

Mingjue took a step and Wen Ning stiffened. The bunny on his lap startled.

Once he saw who it was, Wen Ning settled slightly.

At Mingjue’s heavy approach, the rabbits scattered. He dropped down next to Wen Ning with a heavy thump.

He still wasn’t quite used to just how heavy his body had become.

Disappointment flickered across Wen Ning’s face as the rabbits fled.

“Why do you still wear these?” Mingjue tugged the chains.

Wen Ning fidgeted.

“A reminder,” he said. “A reminder of where I came from”

Slowly, the rabbits had returned and Wen Ning’s posture was content once again.

“So you ever get used to it?” Mingjue asked, holding out a dead hand to a large rabbit.

It bit him but he didn’t feel pain.

“It takes time to come to terms with being a corpse,” Wen Ning said slowly. “I don’t know if you ever get truly used to it”

“Do you hate me?” Nie Mingjue asked suddenly, approaching what had been bothering him directly.

Wen Ning blinked slowly.

“Chifeng-zun,” he looked at the ground, tangled hair hiding his face. “I was under the impression it was you who hated me”

“No,” Mingjue is incapable of shaking his head. “I don’t. I might have once. But death has a way of changing one’s perspective”

Wen Ning nodded.

“For the record, I don’t hate you either”
Something about the words made a peculiar warm feeling bloom in Mingjue’s rotting chest cavity.

If anyone had told him he would one day be a fierce corpse sitting in a field with the Ghost General and surrounded by bunnies, he probably would’ve run them through with Baxia.

He poked at another rabbit, ignoring the exasperated glance Wen Ning shot him when he got bit again.

Maybe this wasn’t so bad.
Chapter 2

Wen Ning wasn’t sure why Chifeng-zun had started talking to him, but he couldn’t say he was unhappy about it.

His weird half-life wasn’t terrible, but it did get lonely. Sure, he had A-Yuan and his friends, and Young Master Wei to an extent (Young Master Wei had been...occupied since he got married and Wen Ning had sort of fallen by the wayside), but it wasn’t the same.

In life, he was painfully shy and it was difficult to make friends. Being a fierce corpse only made it impossible.

He was used to people disliking him. First, for being himself. Then for being a Wen. Then for being a fierce corpse. Also, for being the Ghost General.

So for Chifeng-zun to go out of his way to talk to Wen Ning...

Well, the other man could understand Wen Ning in a way no one else could. It was nice having someone else who felt the same things, who was in a similar situation.

Sometimes, in the deepest part of himself, he hated Young Master Wei for having brought him back to consciousness. He hated the lonely half-existence he’d been condemned to and often wondered if it was divine punishment for the sins of his family.

Then he immediately felt guilty for it.

He was grateful he got to see A-Yuan grow up loved and cared for. He was grateful he was able to watch him grow and was able protect him and his friends.

But there will be a day when A-Yuan no longer needs his protection.

*Jie, I hope your next life is kinder than this one.*

It was with these thoughts that Wen Ning laid beneath his tree.

It was a nice tree; tall and proud. Before they had built houses on the edges of the Cloud Recesses for the local population of conscious fierce corpses, Wen Ning would spend his time under this tree.

Unlife was painfully long when you didn’t need to sleep and Wen Ning often remained unaware of the passage of time as he laid in the dirt trying to become one with it.

A rustling in the bushes drew Wen Ning’s attention and he sat up as black robes came into view.

Wen Ning stared up into the semi-familiar face of yet another fierce corpse.

Song Zichen held out his hand. Wen Ning remembered the other corpse was mute and stood up, holding his hand out, palm up.

*I was told I could find you here.* Song Zichen wrote, the sensation of his fingertip dull.
“You were looking for me?” Wen Ning asked curiously. He didn’t even know the Taoist priest was in Gusu.

*You are like me. I would like to talk.*

Wen Ning was hesitant. His last encounter with the man had been rather unfriendly. To be fair, neither one was in complete possession of their consciousness.

“Okay,” Wen Ning sat down again. Song Zichen looked slightly disdainful of the dirt and gingerly sat on a rock. “I’m sorry how things ended up the last time we saw each other”

*Not your fault. No need for apologies.*

Wen Ning nodded.

“What. What did you want to talk about?”

*Do you ever get used to it?*

“Used to what?” Wen Ning queried.

*Existing without living.*

“Oh,” Wen Ning stared at the ground. Chifeng-zun had asked something similar. “I guess? You just kind of. Make peace with it?”

He can tell his answer wasn’t what Song Zichen was looking for.

*Do you get lonely?*

Wen Ning gaped.

“Um. I don’t. What do you mean?”

Song Zichen gave him a Look. Wen Ning wilted.

“Yes, I do,” stiff fingers smoothed over the grass, the sensation dull. “Being...like us isn’t easy. We can’t do the same things other people can do, feel what others can feel. Even when I was alive I was too shy to make friends now that I’m dead it’s impossible”

Song Zichen nodded.

“I. I have Young Master Wei.” Wen Ning said, “but he’s been busy”

*He doesn’t spend time with you anymore?*

“Oh! No! Nothing. Nothing like that...” Song Zichen gave him another Look. “...it’s not his fault,” Wen Ning said miserably. “He’s married now. He has better things to do than come bother with me”

Song Zichen studied him for a long moment and it made Wen Ning nervous.

“But I also. Chifeng-zun sometimes talks to me?”

The look Song Zichen sent him was definitely one of pity.

*Do you hate him for it? Wei Wuxian.*
“For being busy?”

_For bringing you back._

Wen Ning froze. How did-? He was just thinking about this.

“His heart was in the right place,” Wen Ning said, unable to answer that question because even Wen Ning wasn’t sure sometimes. Song Zichen looked at him and Wen Ning got the feeling the other man could tell.

“Xue Yang brought you back”

Song Zichen nodded and squeezed Wen Ning’s hand before letting it drop.

They sat in silence for awhile. It was kind of nice, having other company. Wen Ning felt something like happiness at the fact that someone else was talking to him.

“Are you here long, Daozhang?” Wen Ning asked, holding out his hand again.

Song Zichen tilted his head, dark eyes studied Wen Ning unblinkingly.

_The Lan Sect is trying to figure out how to help my companions. So I will stay until they are okay._

Wen Ning nodded.

“Do you want to see the bunnies?”

Song Zichen sent him a strange look.

“Come on,” Wen Ning gestured, stiffly getting to his feet.

He was quietly happy that Song Zichen followed.

Chapter End Notes

I imagine Wen Ning has complicated feelings about being turned into a conscious fierce corpse.
Song Lan didn’t know what to make of the Ghost General.

His fellow fierce corpse was...a mess, to say the least. His robes were tattered and unkempt. His hair was knotted and tangled and covered in bits of plant debris. The heavy chains on his wrists and ankles were beginning to rust.

Song Lan shuddered at the idea of being so messy. The germs alone...

But it was the way the other man held himself that made Song Lan pause; as though he was trying to make himself as small as possible.

He had heard tales of the Ghost General while he had been alive. A fierce corpse who was under the Yiling Patriarch’s control, who would tear righteous cultivators limb from limb and feast on their innards.

The reality of the Ghost General was a diffident, nervous young man with sweet, gentle features who came across as rather naive. A bit like a shyer version of Xingchen.

He followed the Ghost General into a clearing and stopped in amazement.

The clearing was filled with hundreds of rabbits; mostly white, few black, and some grey mixed in. There were so many of them.

Wen Ning settled cross-legged in the grass and looked up at Song Lan.

The rabbits were clearly familiar with and fond of the Ghost General because they immediately crowded around him.

Song Lan sat next to him, careful not to sit on a rabbit.

It was quite peaceful in the rabbit clearing. Wen Ning didn’t push for conversation and the rabbits quickly got used to Song Lan and started hopping closer.

“Wen Ning,” a booming voice startled the rabbits. “I figured you would be here”

“Chifeng-zun,” Wen Ning said, looking up. Song Lan followed his gaze.

Former Nie Sect Leader, Nie Mingjue, was a formidable man; he was clad in simple but tidy green robes. His dark hair was pulled into a neat ponytail.

If even Chifeng-zun was able to look decent, why was Wen Ning such a mess??

“Who is this?” Nie Mingjue seemed to attempt a frown, but his dead facial muscles did little more than twitch.

“This is Song-daozhang,” Wen Ning said.

“I heard about you,” Nie Mingjue sat next to Wen Ning heavily. Song Lan suppressed his internal
grimace. The man was probably not particularly graceful in life either.

Being dead had a habit of making one significantly heavier. Song Lan supposed it was called “dead weight” for a reason.

“You and your friend had that thing with Xue Yang, right?”

Song Lan nodded. He didn’t really want to talk about that.

Nie Mingjue held out his hand to poke at a fat rabbit that promptly nipped at him before scurrying off.

“You need to move slower,” Wen Ning spoke up from where he was surrounded by several rabbits. It was actually quite adorable.

“They don’t like me,” Nie Mingjue shrugged, unbothered.

A curious white rabbit hopped over to Song Lan and wiggled it’s nose. It stood on it’s hind legs and looked at him almost inquisitively.

He was again reminded of Xingchen and cautiously stretched out his hand.

The rabbit sniffed it before hopping into his lap.

“Sure,” Nie Mingjue said dryly, “but they like you”

Wen Ning’s entire countenance brightened somehow as he looked at Song Lan.

“What is that?” Nie Mingjue’s loud voice was amused as he reached out to Wen Ning’s hair. “Is that a twig?”

The Ghost General patted his tangled hair and dirt tumbled out of it. Song Lan would have grimaced if his facial muscles would let him.

*Why do you not take care of yourself?* Song Lan wrote on Wen Ning’s hand.

His fellow fierce corpse ducked his head with an aura of sheepishness.

“I never really...I guess I’ve never worried about it?” Wen Ning blinked, “I mean, it’s not like I’m alive or anyone is really going to see me? And I tend to destroy clothes pretty fast...”

Nie Mingjue pulled a clod of grass from somewhere on the back of Wen Ning’s head and held it up.

His arm promptly fell onto Wen Ning’s lap, scaring off the rabbit that had been dozing off.

A fat black rabbit nipped at Nie Mingjue’s wrist.

The former sect leader let out a fairly colorful expletive that had Wen Ning looking a bit scandalized.

Song Lan stared at his two companions; one, a haphazard mess with twigs in his tangled hair and a disembodied muscular arm holding onto a clump of grass next to an irate rabbit in his lap. The other held together with thick black thread and currently staring at the disembodied muscular arm with an expression that would be annoyance if his dead facial features would allow it.
Amusement bubbled up inside him as the surreality of the situation sank in.

Three dead men sitting in a lush green field surrounded by hundreds of rabbits with no expectations of anything.

For the first time in a long time, Song Lan felt something light where his heart would be and the pervasive loneliness dissipated for the moment.

The Ghost General picked up Nie Mingjue’s arm and withdrew spirit binding thread and a thick needle from a pouch on his waist.

With the air of someone who had done this several times before, Wen Ning began to stitch Nie Mingjue’s arm back to his shoulder while fending off inquisitive bunnies.

“Oops,” the Ghost General paused.

“What?” Chifeng-zun peered down. “Oh...”

Song Lan leaned in too and blinked at the incongruous sight.

Wen Ning had somehow managed to sew his own hand to the arm.

“Huh,” with a sharp tug, Wen Ning ripped his hand free; the threads tearing through his dead flesh with a disturbing squish. Song Lan would have winced if he thought Wen Ning could feel pain.

Although he was a bit disturbed by Wen Ning’s lack of care for himself.

Nie Mingjue seemed unperturbed as he picked bits of Wen Ning out of the stitches and flexed his arm.

Song Lan shook his head.

What an odd path his life - unlife? - had sent him on.
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“You let not one, not two, but three fierce corpses loose on the world?” Lan Qiren looked like he was going to have an aneurysm.

Wei Wuxian exchanged a glance with his husband, who said nothing.

“Well...it went like this...”

Wei Ying smiled from his position a few feet away from the trio of fierce corpses.

Wen Ning and Song Zichen were listening to Nie Mingjue tell a, rather violent, tale from the Sunshot Campaign. Wen Ning listened with rapt attention and an awed air around him. Song Zichen was expressionless.

Really, the Taoist priest reminded Wei Ying of his beloved Lan Zhan.

When he had brought Nie Mingjue’s consciousness back as a favor to Lan Xichen, he hadn’t expected this development.

He had to say though, he was happy Wen Ning was making friends. He knew he had been somewhat neglectful of his friend as of late and it made him feel guilty.

Wei Ying had always had conflicting feelings about having turned his gentle-natured friend into a fierce corpse. Wen Ning was easily his most loyal friend. Even after everything that had happened, Wen Ning stayed by his side and defended him.

He knew Wen Ning’s existence was a difficult one.

Nie Mingjue slammed his fist into the ground to demonstrate something and Wen Ning startled backwards into Song Zichen who righted him.

Nie Mingjue let out a sound that was probably meant to be a laugh, drowning out Wen Ning’s apologies.

Wei Ying remembered why he was here and he approached the trio.

Three pairs of corpse-black eyes turned to him.

“Wei-gongzi,” Wen Ning bowed.

“Aiya, A-Ning, I told you not to call me that!” Wei Ying waved his hand. “Making friends?”

Wen Ning glanced shyly at the other two fierce corpses.

“Wei Wuxian,” Nie Mingjue greeted.

“Chifeng-zun,” he smiled before turning to Song Zichen. The priest immediately looked interested. “Song-daozhang, we ran into a minor problem with your friends...”

Wen Ning gently touched Song Zichen’s shoulder comfortingly. Wei Ying was surprised because he knew Wen Ning didn’t particularly like physical contact.

“We can get past it, but we need a manuscript that is believed to have been in the possession of
your old temple before the massacre”

Song Zichen nodded.

“Daozhang,” Wen Ning said softly, causing everyone to look at him. He shrunk under the scrutiny. “I will come with you, if you want?”

Song Zichen hesitated before nodding.

“Sure why not,” Nie Mingjue shrugged. “It’ll be interesting to see what’s been going on in the world”

Wei Ying smiled to himself. He felt rather like a parent who’s child made their first friends. He presented Song Zichen with a notebook and a chunk of charcoal that could be used to write.

“Probably easier to communicate this way, yeah?” Wei Ying grinned. Song Zichen accepted the present and bowed.

“...and that’s where they went!” Wei Wuxian finished his explanation. “To Baixue Temple! Or, what remains of it”

“My point stands,” Lan Qiren gritted out. “You allowed three fierce corpses to run loose”

“It’s Wen Ning, Nie Mingjue and Song Zichen,” Wei Wuxian shrugged. “What’s the worst that could happen?”

.....

“Aahhh!!”

Song Lan and Nie Mingjue looked up at a series of heavy thumps following the scream.

Wen Ning was tumbling down the hill ahead of them. Nie Mingjue stepped forward and caught him without stumbling.

Are you okay? Song Lan wrote on his arm.

Wen Ning looked up at them sheepishly. Despite not being particularly small, bracketed by Nie Mingjue’s meaty arms with his hair in even worse disarray than normal, he looked a little pathetic. Both Nie Mingjue and Song Lan felt a stirring of protectiveness.

“I got scared by something in the bushes...” he pointed to where the bushes rustled again.

What kind of horrible creature was enough to scare a fierce corpse?

Song Lan withdrew his sword as the rustling got louder and their adversary revealed itself.

“Really?” Nie Mingjue said flatly.

A long-legged deer stepped out, glancing at them with a distinctly unimpressed air.

Song Lan and Nie Mingjue exchanged a long-suffering glance and sighed. Wen Ning looked embarrassed.

Well, when that fierce corpse was Wen Ning: anything.
Chapter 5

The trio of corpses had been traveling for a week. Given the fact they had no need for sleep or to eat and they could travel without tiring, they were two days away from Baixue Temple.

Well, they would have been two days away if they didn’t keep getting sidetracked.

The first time was when they passed through the outskirts of Lanling and had run into the junior disciples that were so fond of Wen Ning.

“Y-you’re...Chifeng-zun!” one of the Lan boys pointed at Nie Mingjue.

Jin Ling eyed him warily.

“Didn’t he put a hole through your chest, Wen-qianbei?” he tugged Wen Ning’s sleeve.

“It’s okay now!” Wen Ning reassured him.

Jin Ling didn’t look entirely convinced.

“You know, Wei-qianbei was able to figure out who you were just by looking at your chest!” the noisy Lan blurted out.


Nie Mingjue, for his part, clearly wasn’t sure how to respond to that.

“You’re even stronger than Wen-qianbei! No offense, Wen-qianbei,” he looked at Wen Ning who shrugged. “How did you get to be so strong? Hey, do you think if I were to become a fierce corpse I could be that strong?”

“Jingyi!” Jin Ling, the Ouyang boy and the quieter Lan all shouted, clearly horrified by their friend’s aspirations to become a fierce corpse.

Song Lan was secretly amused. Wen Ning met Nie Mingjue’s gaze over the tops of the disciples’ heads and tried to twist his dead muscles into a smile.

They had stayed to join the disciples on a night hunt before moving on.

The next distraction had come in the form of a young girl who’s family lived in a rural farmhouse between Lanling and Qinghe.

Her family’s crops were being eaten by mysterious undead goats.

They discovered a nearby farmer was poisoning goats with corpse powder and unleashing them on families that he believed had wronged him. After turning him into the authorities, they had dispatched the goats.

Wen Ning had wanted to keep one as a pet but both Song Lan and Nie Mingjue had said no, much to his disappointment.
Now, they were investigating strange occurrences in a village outside of Qinghe.

As the former sect leader responsible for the village, Nie Mingjue felt obligated to see what the trouble was.

Which is how they found themselves in a clearing surrounded by monstrous half-humanoid lumps of grey flesh. Some crawled along the ground using malformed arms, some walked upright on impossibly thin legs. They didn’t possess any discernible facial features except a hole where their mouths should be.

Song Lan recalled Xue Yang experimenting with creatures like this as he rushed the one nearest him, slashing at it with Fuxue.

It was an unfortunate combination of corpse powder, spirit binding talismans, and long-deceased, rotting corpses.

Nie Mingjue launched forward with a roar, tearing apart a ghoul with his bare hands and getting splattered with some kind of viscous black fluid.

Song Lan grimaced. Lovely.

With more grace, he launched himself into the clump of creatures and did his best to not get covered in ghoul gunk.

Song Lan was unsure how long they had been fighting. The hideous creatures coming in droves.

He felt something that would have been gratitude if his emotions were stronger, that fierce corpses didn’t get tired.

He caught sight of Wen Ning uprooting a tree with the chains around his wrist and launching it through the air where it slammed a cluster of ghouls into a large rock with a splat.

He heard an expletive by his feet as something bounced along the ground.

He dispatched the ghoul he had been fighting and turned to look.

Nie Mingjue’s head was lying a few feet away under a tree, the black stitches torn.

“You’ve gotta be fucking kidding me!” the former Nie Sect Leader’s head cursed violently. “Of all the things to happen-!” his head was rolling in irritated circles.

Song Lan glanced over to where his headless body was still charging the ghouls, tearing them apart limb from limb.

Wen Ning scooped up the disembodied head.

“Apologies Chifeng-zun,” he set Nie Mingjue’s head on a branch, “we don’t want you getting stepped on”

“This is fucking ridiculous,” Nie Mingjue’s head griped, watching his body stumble around and flail his fists. “Left, you idiot! Go to your left!”

Song Lan shook his head at the absurdity of the situation before turning to the nearest ghoul and slashing it with his sword.

The clearing was filled with Wen Ning’s roars mingling with the howls and shrieks of the ghouls.
and Nie Mingjue’s increasingly creative swearing as he tried to direct his uncooperative body.

Song Lan once again wondered just how exactly he had gotten here.

Eventually, the ghouls were all dispatched. Song Lan felt gross and in need of a bath.

Wen Ning emerged from a pile of splinters that used to be a tree before a particularly strong ghoul had hurled Wen Ning into it. He was barely recognizable under the ghoul gunk and tree pieces clinging to his frame.

Nie Mingjue’s headless body was beginning to wander off, undoubtedly looking for another fight if the swinging of his fists was any indication.

“Would somebody please, for the love of the gods, keep me from wandering off?” Nie Mingjue said from the tree.

Wen Ning hurried over, dodging a heavy fist as he redirected Nie Mingjue’s body. Song Lan picked up his head and carried it over. Once in proximity, Nie Mingjue’s body seemed to settle.

Song Lan held the former sect leader’s head on his body while Wen Ning dug out his spirit-binding thread and began to painstakingly stitch head to body.

Once that was completed, Song Lan pulled out his notebook and wrote on his piece of paper.

*I need to get cleaned up.*

Wen Ning glanced down at himself and nodded.

The trio found a nearby river. Song Lan wasted no time in stripping and getting in, washing his clothes while he bathed. He wanted the ghoul gunk off thank you very much.

Wen Ning waded in in his clothes, submerging himself under water briefly before climbing back out and shaking himself like a dog.

Song Lan looked at him in disbelief. Even Nie Mingjue shook his head.

“Strip and get back in,” the former sect leader crossed his arms. “You’re a mess”

Wen Ning meekly obeyed and Nie Mingjue waded over to him. None too gently, he began to detangle Wen Ning’s hair.

“The fuck...” Nie Mingjue ripped at a stubborn tangle harshly. If Wen Ning was alive, his scalp would probably have started bleeding from the force, “when was the last time you combed this mess?”

Wen Ning’s silence as he tried to remember caused Song Lan and Nie Mingjue to exchange an exasperated glance.

Song Lan was done washing himself and his clothes, so he waded over to help Nie Mingjue with the disaster that was Wen Ning.

*Just because you’re dead doesn’t mean you should stop caring.* Song Lan wrote on Wen Ning’s shoulder.

Wen Ning ducked his head sheepishly.
Song Lan and Nie Mingjue were nearly the same height and Wen Ning was several centimeters shorter than both, so it wasn’t particularly difficult height wise.

The pair worked in silence. It was clear that Wen Ning’s hair hadn’t been brushed in years. Wen Ning sat quietly under their ministrations, allowing his companions to tug and rip at his hair until it was combed smooth and free of twigs, dirt, and leaves.

He peered up at them through wet bangs and Song Lan wiped at a spot of ghoul gunk below Wen Ning’s ear.

Well, this was as good as it was going to get.

They emerged from the river and got dressed without waiting for their robes to dry. It wasn’t like they felt the cold anyways.

Except, Wen Ning’s robes were a disaster. They were little more than a handful of rags and splinters at this point. His high speed acquaintance with the tree had practically shredded the already tattered clothes.

Song Lan shook his head and made a gesture. Nie Mingjue snorted.

“Yeah. We’ll find something. You,” he turned to Wen Ning. “Stay put”

Wen Ning nodded and sat on the ground.

Song Lan wondered if Wen Ning was this obedient with everyone. It was somewhat concerning and made Song Lan want to hide him away.

It was late when Song Lan and Nie Mingjue stumbled across a row of farmhouses.

Against Nie Mingjue’s protests, Song Lan grabbed a pair of dark grey robes from the drying line of a nearby house and sent a silent apology to the owners along with a blessing for prosperity.

He didn’t like it either, but Wen Ning definitely needed them more.

The Ghost General was sitting on the grass where they had left him. His hair had started drying and began to curl at the ends. It was actually kind of adorable.

He looked up at them and Song Lan wondered just how young he was.

“Where...?” Wen Ning blinked at the robes.

“Don’t ask,” Nie Mingjue huffed, sitting on a rock. “Get dressed and come over here”

Wen Ning was clearly confused but, again, obeyed.

The robes fit surprisingly well. A little tight around his shoulders and a bit short in the length, but nothing egregiously noticeable.

He made his way over to Nie Mingjue, who forced him to sit down in front of him and roughly grabbed his hair.

“If you’re not going to take care of yourself,” he started braiding with the same level of force he would probably use in a fight. “Then we need to make sure your hair at least stays neat”

If he was capable of it, Song Lan was pretty sure Wen Ning would start crying.
“This one thanks Chifeng-zun,” Wen Ning said quietly.

“Don’t thank me,” he snorted, tying it off with a strip of fabric torn from the clean(er) part of Wen Ning’s old robes. “I don’t want to deal with having to comb the tangles out of your hair again”

Song Lan hid the smile that crossed his face. His companions were strange and unexpected, to say the least, but he was beginning to grow quite fond of them.
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Wen Ning was decidedly confused.

He ran his hand down his hair, pulled into an impossibly tight braid from the sheer force of Chifeng-zun’s hands.

The last person to dote on him like that had been his sister.

Sure, A-Yuan and his friends and Wei-gongzi would ask him if he was okay, but this was...different.

Was this friendship?

Wen Ning had pathetically minimal experience with friendship; too shy to interact with anyone outside his family while growing up, and then becoming a fierce corpse wasn’t exactly conducive to making new friends. Or any friends at all, for that matter.

Wei-gongzi was something like a friend. But there was also this tie of loyalty to him that transcended normal friendship. He had seen Wei-gongzi at his worst, and in return Wei-gongzi had never judged him for anything. He was more than a friend, but Wen Ning’s feelings for him weren’t romantic. Maybe familial? But that wasn’t quite right either.

A-Yuan and the other disciples were less his friends and more like his charges. He was also older than them by a good couple of decades.

Technically.

He had died at eighteen, which meant he was still technically in an eighteen year old’s body. Only a year older than A-Yuan.

The thought of A-Yuan being older than him one day was...something.

Complicated enough to make his head spin.

Especially when he took into account the fact he was also technically older than Song-daozhang, but physically younger.

Whoa.

Song Zichen sent him a concerned look.

“I’m fine,” Wen Ning smiled, trying to pretend his whole outlook hadn’t just suddenly been shifted.

If he followed that train of thought...he was also technically older than Wei-gongzi’s current body, despite Master Mo having been born at least a decade after.

“How’d you stop?” Nie Mingjue frowned.

Well, there was someone who didn’t tilt and shake his whole worldview. Nie Mingjue will always
be older than him.

For some reason, that thought reassured him and Wen Ning was able to try to force his mouth muscles to smile.

“I was just thinking,” Wen Ning said apologetically. Nie Mingjue’s expression was like he was trying to raise an uncooperative eyebrow.

Being undead was a trip.

He snuck a glance at the silent Song Zichen and then at Chifeng-zun.

Were they friends?

They traveled together. They fought other undead together. They understood each other in a way no one else possibly could.

Friends.

They were odd friends; a former sect leader and a Taoist priest, bound together by even odder circumstances. But Wen Ning was quite happy with them.

Song Zichen tapped his shoulder and pointed to the buildings in the distance.

They were almost there. Baixue Temple.

Wen Ning cautiously reached out and took Song Zichen’s hand in his own and squeezed it comforting. He could imagine how difficult this was. He had felt similarly crossing Qiongqi Path.

Song Zichen looked at him, faint surprise on his dead face before returning the squeeze.

They made their way into the darkened temple looming up in front of them.

Cracked and falling to disrepair, the temple was eerily silent. The air heavy and oppressive, as though the cruel deeds were permanently twisted into the atmosphere. Darkened stains marred the stone walls and concrete floors.

Blood. Wen Ning’s brain unhelpfully supplied.

He helpfully told it to shut up, please.

Being undead, Wen Ning could sense the restless spirits surrounding them. He knew his companions were able to as well, given Chifeng-zun’s glancing around.

Song Zichen pulled out his notebook and began writing.

Let’s find the manuscript.

The other two corpses nodded and followed Song Zichen across the open pavilion to the other side of the temple.

The stone was cracked, small tufts of sturdy grass venturing up to freedom. The wooden benches were rotted through. A well stood abandoned in a corner.

Wen Ning was so focused on his surroundings, he failed to watch where he was going, tripped, and
stumbled a few steps.

Chifeng-zun reached out for him, but they all stared in horror as his arm chose that moment to detach from his body and went over the edge of the dried-up well along with Wen Ning.

After falling for what felt like an inordinately long time, Wen Ning hit the concrete bottom with a heavy smack.

Had he been alive, the fall probably would have killed him. As it was, he brushed himself off, picked up Nie Mingjue’s arm, and looked up to where he could see the small faces of his companions.

“I’m okay!” he called up, a little uselessly as he waved Nie Mingjue’s arm. Of course he was okay. He was already dead.

Whether that constituted as “okay” or not, was up for debate, but he focused on his more pressing problem.

How to get back up?

He looked at Chifeng-zun’s arm.

“Don’t suppose you could give me a hand?” he joked quietly.

He was not surprised when it made a rude gesture in his direction.
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Not for the first time on this journey did Nie Mingjue wonder just what the hell he’d gotten himself into.

He had agreed to travel to Baixue Temple in part because it wasn’t like he had anything better to do and in part because it gave him the chance to get to know his fellow fierce corpses a bit more.

He had long since decided Wen Ning was a sweet, shy and clumsy mess. He suspected if the rest of the cultivation world were to discover the feared Ghost General spent more time tripping over his own feet and getting startled by small animals, things would have gone very differently all those years ago.

Despite his naive and somewhat simple nature, Wen Ning was fiercely loyal. Mingjue had seen that loyalty many times over and, if he thought it would make any difference to the past, he would feel guilty for the way he had thought of the Ghost General before.

He does harbor some guilt for his contribution to Wen Ning’s suffering.

Without the bloody qi influenced haze, without any qi at all actually, Mingjue’s mind is completely clear in a way it hasn’t been since he was a young boy. Thanks to this clarity, he can look back and realize how everything was too perfectly skewed against Wei Wuxian.

Yet another thing to hate Jin Guangshan over. As if the list wasn’t long enough, starting with the way his shadow hung over Meng Yao, prompting his deputy to leave Mingjue’s side to try and chase after the manwhore for even the slightest scrap of affection.

Being undead was a very effective way of clearing one’s mind.

He sometimes wondered if things would have been different if he had kept Meng Yao from leaving for Lanling, if he had never written the recommendation letter and kept him by his side...

But it’s no use dwelling on the past. Mingjue couldn’t change it. He might as well figure out where he’s going from here.

Aside from Baixue Temple with his fellow fierce corpses.

Song Zichen was more of an enigma. He was quiet, although Mingjue couldn’t fault him for that considering he didn’t have a tongue, and very polite.

His loyalty to his previous companions was also rather remarkable.

He wasn’t quite as easy to get to know as Wen Ning and Mingjue suspected that even if he did have a tongue, it wouldn’t be much different. Mingjue had heard of him while alive, he was a cultivator of some renown with a reputation for being righteous and honorable but unapproachable.

All in all, his traveling companions and fellow fierce corpses were good company.

He just wished the youngest of the group would take care of himself.

In an odd way, Wen Ning reminded Nie Mingjue of Huaisang. Timid and generally somewhat
useless but capable in the right circumstances. It didn’t help that his soft features were far too
too gentle to be on a corpse.

He was also excessively clumsy.

As he stared down the well, he saw Wen Ning use his disembodied arm to wave back.

He would have rolled his eyes if he was capable.

“Can you climb?” Nie Mingjue shouted.

“The sides are too slippery!” Wen Ning called back up.

Song Lan tapped his shoulder.

*Ask him if his chains reach.*

“Do your chains reach?”

In response, a heavy metal chain flew through the air falling just short of the edge of the well.

Mingjue grabbed for it with his other arm, but it wasn’t enough.

Well, that answered that.

*If we tie bedsheets together, we can lower them down to him.* Song Lan wrote on his arm.

“We’re going to get something to haul you up!” Mingjue shouted.

“What?”

Song Lan grimaced as best he could.

Suddenly, Mingjue’s disembodied arm launched over the side of the well.

Mingjue sighed at Wen Ning’s terrible sense of humor that only emerged at the weirdest times.

Song Lan withdrew spirit binding thread and stitched him on at the elbow. It was less skilled than
Wen Ning usually managed, but functional.

“Right. You get your manuscript and I’ll get Wen Ning,” he said. Song Lan nodded and they
separated.

Mingjue raided the bedrooms for anything he could use to make a rope. He found actual braided
rope, but it was too frayed and degraded to hold the weight of Wen Ning.

Clumsily, he managed to knot several blankets, two pairs of pants and a robe together to form
something long enough to reach. It took far longer than he had hoped it would, mostly because his
stiff fingers didn’t work the same way.

At least they were still attached by skin and not flimsy thread. Periodically losing his large limbs is
already inconvenient enough thank you very much.

Returning to the well, he glanced down. If he was alive, his heart would have dropped to his feet.
(If he was alive, he probably wouldn’t be here in the first place)

The well was empty.

Wen Ning was gone.
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Song Lan made his way to the library, hoping it hadn’t been raided and he could find the manuscript.

Fortunately, it seemed like Baixue Temple remained undisturbed. Whether that was because of the horrible cruelty of the massacre, or whether it was respect keeping people away.

He felt a pang of sorrow as he looked around.

Yet another thing he was responsible for.

He wished a lot of things; wished he had been a better friend to Xiao Xingchen, wished he stayed in Baixue Temple, wished he killed Xue Yang rather than hand him over to Lanling Jin.

His biggest regret was going after Xue Yang. But even he knows that if he had the chance to go back and do it again, he would still take down the demonic cultivator.

Song Lan pushed open the door to the library. Like the rest of the temple, it had fallen into disrepair; the manuscripts moth-eaten and dusty.

It struck a painfully familiar chord in him. He recalled days as a junior disciple sitting amongst the books and scrolls with his martial brothers and sisters; laughing in between their studying.

The library was practically unrecognizable now; chunks of ceiling had begun to crumble, dust covered every inch. The wooden shelves and tables were rotting and falling apart.

Even so, Song Lan knew this library like the back of his hand. He knew where to go to look for his required book.

He was digging between the manuscripts hoping to find the one he needed when the door flew open with a thud.

Nie Mingjue was standing in the doorway. Song Lan tilted his head to express his confusion.

Was there something wrong with Wen Ning?

“I lost Wen Ning”

Song Lan stared at Nie Mingjue incredulously.

*How did you lose Wen Ning?* he wrote.

He was having a hard time believing his companion had managed to lose a fellow fierce corpse.

“I don’t know,” even with his frozen facial muscles, his expression was thunderous. “But Wen Ning is gone”

Song Lan didn’t know where to go from here.

As far as he knew, Wen Ning was firmly stuck at the bottom of a deep well with no way up. Yet
somehow Wen Ning had left it.

*What do we do?*

“I don’t know,” Nie Mingjue growled. “I don’t even know where he is!”

Song Lan could hear the worry lurking under the aggressive tone. It mirrored his own. They had both become rather protective of the youngest member of their triad. His clumsiness and inability to take care of himself chief among the reasons for their current worry.

*Where on earth could he be?*

Suddenly, a rumbling sound drew their attention.

Nie Mingjue braced himself for a fight, Song Lan withdrew Fuxue.

The ground shuddered and broke and they braced themselves for whatever was going to emerge.

Given the horrors that had happened here, the resentful energy could have roused anything.

Then Wen Ning emerged from the ground like a ridiculously overgrown plant.

Dirt clung to his hair and skin and his new robes. He looked at them from a hole in the ground.

Song Lan felt disbelief move sluggishly through his dead veins.

“I got out,” Wen Ning said belatedly, clambering out of the hole.

The hole. In the ground. That Wen Ning somehow tunneled out of.

What?

Song Lan sighed. Nie Mingjue walked over and brushed the dirt off Wen Ning’s head.

Wen Ning closed his eyes at Nie Mingjue’s rough ministrations.

“You couldn’t have waited for me?” he griped, continuing to brush dirt off Wen Ning. “I had a rope”

“But you could have lost your arms trying to pull me out,” Wen Ning allowed the fussing, almost seeming to bask in it.

Song Lan had long began to suspect that Wen Ning was some form of kindness or affection deprived. He didn’t know much about Wen Ning’s life before becoming the Ghost General; he had only heard what kind of a monster he was and that was obviously false, but the way he seemed equal parts confused and content whenever they fussed over him made Song Lan feel sad.

“Then you can just sew it back on,” Nie Mingjue said. “Don’t do that again”

“Okay,” Wen Ning said, looking up at Nie Mingjue. “I’m sorry”

Song Lan shook his head and turned back to dig for the manuscript.

Wen Ning andNie Mingjue soon joined him in his search and between the three of them, they found the ancient text.

Song Lan breathed an unnecessary sigh of relief at the fact that the manuscript was relatively
unharmed.

His companions peered over his shoulder as he opened it and flipped through to make sure everything was intact. Aside from some damage around the edges, the writing was legible.

For the first time in a long time, tendrils of hope creep up Song Lan’s rotting interior.

“This will brings your friends back?” Nie Mingjue asked.

*Master Wei said it could.* Song Lan wrote. *I hope it does.*

Nie Mingjue and Wen Ning exchanged a sad glance.

“So do we,” Wen Ning said softly.

Song Lan felt a dull warmth bloom where his heart would be if he were alive.

He found he was grateful for meeting his strange companions and he genuinely hoped that they could have a chance to meet Xingchen.
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Wen Ning watched his companion as they left Baixue Temple.

Song Zichen was always quiet, but the quiet now was a different quiet than his normal quiet. More somber.

He knew they had all lost the people closest to them and they all carried their own scars. He knew nothing could be done for him, but maybe if he could help Song Zichen get his friends back and convince Chifeng-zun to talk to Zewu-jun he would be content.

Yes. That’s what Wen Ning would do. He considered his traveling companions to be his friends and if he could help his friends be happy, that would be enough for him.

Wen Ning turned to look at the remains of Baixue Temple. He bowed and said a silent prayer of rest for the restless spirits he had been able to feel.

The trio of corpses started the trek back to the Cloud Recesses. Hopefully they would run into fewer complications than the trek to Baixue Temple because Wen Ning was beginning to run low on spirit binding thread.

They were making good time. But every time it seemed like things were going well, something would go wrong.

“It’s raining,” Wen Ning looked up at the first few raindrops.

“It’s just a little bit,” Nie Mingjue shrugged best he could. “We’ll be fine”

Song Zichen gave him a flat look.

Do not tempt fate.

Nie Mingjue scoffed.

Lightning split the sky and the heavens opened.

Wen Ning looked at Chifeng-zun morosely. Song Zichen shook his head and shrugged.

Told you so. He wrote before his paper got soaked. He tore off a new sheet and hid it beneath his robes.

“We should probably take shelter,” Wen Ning said.

“Why?” Nie Mingjue asked, “rain won’t bother us”
“Alright,” Chifeng-zun was outvoted. “But there’s nowhere to stay. It’s not like we can go into a town and ask for a room at an inn...even if we did have money”

“Let’s stay there then,” Wen Ning pointed to a dilapidated manor in the distance.

“Right.” Nie Mingjue’s forehead twitched as though he was trying to raise an eyebrow. “Let’s take shelter in the creepy abandoned mansion”

We’re dead. Song Zichen wrote on paper that was rapidly becoming soggy. What’s the worst that could happen?

Wen Ning thought they needed to stop challenging the gods like that, and hadn’t Song-daozhang been the one to say don’t tempt fate?

But he led them towards the abandoned building anyways.

It was almost eerily quiet. Normally, Wen Ning was aware of other deceased in the area; spirits and corpses both. Particularly if they were full of resentful energy.

The silence in the air was somewhat unnerving.

“Well, seems peaceful enough,” Nie Mingjue poked his head into various rooms before settling on a low bench.

It creaked before collapsing beneath his weight with a crash.

With one of his many creative expletives, Chifeng-zun got to his feet and sat somewhere less likely to break.

It was indeed peaceful for several minutes until a rumble against the floor made them all look up.

“It’s not me this time,” Wen Ning hastily reassured them.

It was probably not very reassuring.

Song Zichen removed his sword just as the wall of the manor was unceremoniously smashed through by a horrendous looking undead beast.

Like some unholy combination of a bear, a cow and a deer, only double the size of all of them.

“The fuck is with these creatures!” Nie Mingjue rushed the monster.

“This is what happens when a predator eats something filled with resentful energy and gets killed,” Wen Ning launched his chain around one massive forelimb. “In this case, the bear - I think it’s a bear - ate two things filled with resentful energy”

“I’m going to have a talk with Wei Wuxian,” Nie Mingjue grunted. “We need a better way to deal with these things”

Song Zichen rushed past them in a blur of black, sending them an impatient hand signal that Wen Ning interpreted as stop talking and fight.

Even for three powerful fierce corpses, they were quickly becoming overwhelmed by the beast. The sheer size and excessive amount of resentful energy was proving tough to handle.
If they had been alive, they would’ve been dead a long time ago.

Wen Ning felt rain land on his head and was struck with an idea.

He turned and ran full tilt at the wall, using his strength and his chains to haul himself up to the roof through a hole in the ceiling.

“What is he doing!?” Nie Mingjue’s roar reached Wen Ning, but the younger fierce corpse ignored him.

Wen Ning wrapped one chain securely around the decorative metal spire and the other around the neck of the creature.

“Get down from there!” Nie Mingjue’s shouted up. “You’re going to get electrocuted!”

Wen Ning decided he would remind Chifeng-zun later that they were dead and getting electrocuted didn’t actually hurt.

If anything, it felt kind of good.

Sure enough, lightning hit the spire and traveled down Wen Ning’s chains, through his body and into the creature, immobilizing it.

Wen Ning felt himself falling through the air. Despite being dead, his muscles retained the ability to be contracted by electricity so he found himself unable to move as he hit the ground.

There was a sickening pop and he realized he dislocated his shoulder. Fun.

From his position twisted on the ground, Wen Ning was unable to see the battle raging behind him but he had a wonderful view of the stars.

It was a clear night, so they were quite visible.

For lack of anything better to do, he admired the stars.

He wondered if his sister’s soul had been reincarnated and whether she was looking at these same stars.

The thought was a comforting one.

He always missed her around this time of the year.

The sounds of battle began ceasing just as Wen Ning began to recover movement in his extremities.

He could hear Nie Mingjue shouting in the distance.

Suddenly, Song-daozhang’s handsome face appeared over him.

*Are you alright?* he wrote on Wen Ning’s arm.

“Just need to wait for the muscle contractions to loosen,” Wen Ning said. “I should be fine in a bit”

Already he was beginning to get movement back. He imagined if he were alive, he would be in excruciating pain.
Nie Mingjue’s head and leg came off.

Wen Ning sighed.

Song Zichen gave him a stern look.

Do not do that again.

Wen Ning sat up and twisted his shoulder back in place, getting to his feet and walking over to where the former sect leader’s leg was awkwardly trying to flop away.

While Song Zichen was trying to find where Nie Mingjue’s head had rolled off to, Wen Ning wrestled with the appendage.

Not for the first time he wondered why Nie Mingjue’s limbs without his head were so aggressive.

At least his body wasn’t getting far on one leg, but not for lack of trying.

Wen Ning may have taken a bit longer to reach him in an attempt to watch Chifeng-zun’s headless body aggressively shove itself to it’s remaining foot and promptly topple over. Repeatedly.

The physician in Wen Ning wondered why exactly Chifeng-zun’s head and body were able to function separately. The undead in him wondered if he would be like that too in the event he lost his head.

He suspected not. But while he was morbidly curious about his morbidity, he did not particularly want to risk having his head detached from his body.

Wen Ning successfully reattached Chifeng-zun’s ridiculously and unfairly muscular thigh, lamenting the fact his own body was rather lacking in that department, when he realized he was out of spirit binding thread.

Song Zichen returned with Nie Mingjue’s irritated head beneath his arm. He must have seen him pause because he gave him a questioning look.

“I don’t have enough thread for his head”

“Fuck”

Song Zichen ran a hand through his hair and made a gesture to indicate ‘what now?’

“We take him back to Gusu”

“My body won’t cooperate without my head,” Chifeng-zun said from where his disembodied head sat between them. “Good luck getting me to go anywhere”

Wen Ning thought for a bit before inspiration struck.

“Let’s do it like this!” Wen Ning rushed over to a wall and began stripping the thick vines down. Song Zichen held down Nie Mingjue’s irate body.

With clumsy movements, Wen Ning bound the massive frame with no less than twenty vines nearly as thick as his arm.

“That should hold him,” Wen Ning sat back and examined his work. “Especially since your body seems calmer when your head is nearby”
Song-daozhang fashioned a sling out of his outer robe and placed Nie Mingjue’s head inside it before wrapping it around his torso.

“Great,” came the muffled complaint in a flat tone. “This is going to be so much fun”

Wei Wuxian blinked at the sight in front of him.

Wen Ning was holding onto several vines wrapped around the headless body of Chifeng-zun like he was walking a particularly ornery pet. He looked...neater. But also incredibly dusty.

“Are we there yet?” he heard Nie Mingjue’s voice from somewhere behind Song Lan, who was holding a battered looking book. “I recognize the tree we just passed. I’d very much like to be reattached”

“Wei-gongzi,” Wen Ning bowed. Wei Wuxian sighed, stopping him from bowing further.

“I told you, A-Ning,” he idly brushed a leaf off Wen Ning’s hair, surprised to find it neatly contained in a braid. “I’m not your master, I’m your friend”

Wen Ning turned corpse black eyes on him.

The headless body took that moment to lunge in the direction of a tree and Wen Ning, caught off guard, stumbled. Song Lan jumped forward and helped haul Chifeng-zun’s uncooperative body back.

Wei Wuxian glanced at the vines binding the former sect leader.

They were poisonous creeping trellises. The deadliest vine in any region.

Because of course they were.

Wei Wuxian turned to hide his smile as he gestured for A-Ning and Song Lan to bring Chifeng-zun and the manuscript to the medical building.
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nce his head was firmly reattached to his body, Nie Mingjue found Wen Ning sitting on a rock under the tree he seemed to like.

The younger fierce corpse had been strangely melancholy lately. More melancholy than normal. Something had been bothering him.

“Everything okay?” Mingjue crossed his arms.

Wen Ning looked up. Gods he was young. His face was delicate. Mingjue thinks he must have been quite handsome when he was alive.

“Don’t worry,” he said softly. “I’ll be okay soon”

“Budge over,” Mingjue said. Wen Ning obediently shifted on the rock and Mingjue lowered his large frame next to him.

They were pressed shoulder to shoulder. It was strange for Mingjue to not feel heat radiating off the person next to him but the dull weight of Wen Ning’s arm against his was strangely comforting.

“Out with it,” Mingjue nudged him, “what’s got you so down?”

“It’s my sister’s birthday today,” he said softly.

Mingjue vaguely remembered the Wen woman. She had been a renowned physician and Mingjue had had a grudging respect for her before the bloody haze of his sabre had clouded everything and all Wens were Evil.

“I was forced to watch them kill her”

Mingjue now knew the truth behind everything. The way Jin Guangshan had manipulated everyone and the situation. He knew Guangshan had lied about capturing the Wen siblings. That they had willingly given themselves up for a broken promise.

Even dead he can still feel a flicker of his old rage.

He had known Wen Ning had been forced to watch them kill her but at the time he had assumed the Ghost General was an unfeeling fierce corpse.

Now that he knew otherwise, the guilt settled deeply in his rotting chest.

Mingjue carefully wrapped his arm around Wen Ning’s shoulders. Wen Ning dropped his head against Mingjue’s own broad one.

They sat in a companionable silence.

“I’d like to go back for a bit,” Wen Ning admitted. “I’d like to visit the Nightless City. And the Burial Mounds. I went once before with Sizhui, but I think I would like to go back again”

Mingjue couldn’t understand his fellow fierce corpse’s wish, but he could understand the ache of needing to make things right. Get closure.
He knew he still had to face Xichen and reassure his sworn brother that he was not to blame.

If anything, Nie Mingjue had a hand in his own death, as much as that admission made him uncomfortable. But being undead gave him a startling clarity.

Maybe if things had been different; if he hadn’t been so harsh on Guangyao, if he had actually tried to listen to his youngest sworn brother and tried to help rather than condemn, maybe this all could have been avoided.

As much as it pained him to admit his own wrongdoings, he knew he couldn’t blame Guangyao for everything.

Sure, the chopping him up was rather uncalled for and currently very inconvenient, but the evidence of an approaching qi deviation had been there long before Guangyao first played his twisted melody. It would’ve just been a matter of time.

He might not be able to go back in time and fix things, but he could help the not so fierce corpse that had become close to him in such a short time.

“Stay here,” Mingjue got to his feet. Wen Ning looked up at him curiously but nodded.

It didn’t take Mingjue long to acquire what he needed. He ran into Song Lan along the way and explained to the third member of their unconventional dead family what he was doing and Song Lan decided to go with him.

Apparently the healing process for his friends was coming along well, but he wasn’t allowed in the room.

The pair made their way back to the clearing where, predictably, the too obedient undead was still sitting on the rock.

Pitch black eyes trained on the objects in Mingjue’s hand.

“Are those incense sticks?” Wen Ning asked curiously.

“For you,” he thrust them out, “for your sister”

If corpses could cry, he’s pretty sure Wen Ning would be bawling based on the air around him.

“Really?” he reached out almost hesitantly, as if afraid to touch. Impatient, Mingjue pressed the incense sticks into Wen Ning’s hands.

_We can leave you if you wish._ Song Lan wrote.

“I,” Wen Ning suddenly looked shy and again, Mingjue was struck by how ridiculously young he was. Far too young to have died so brutally that it would leave enough resentful energy to turn him into such a powerful undead. “I would like you to stay?” he cocked his head to the side. “I want. I want jie to know I’m not alone.” he looked at the ground “…that I have friends now,” he said quietly.

Mingjue had the inexplicable and overwhelming urge to ruffle Wen Ning’s hair and pull the shorter male into a tight hug like he used to give Huaisang when they were younger.

Based on the softness to the edges of Song Lan’s mouth, the other corpse was feeling the same way.
So after they had lit the incense sticks and said prayers to Wen Ning’s sister and the rest of his deceased family, that was exactly what Nie Mingjue did.

Wen Ning squeaked in surprise as Mingjue enveloped him in his arms.

He also grabbed the collar of Song Lan’s robes and forcefully pulled him into his embrace so the two smaller corpses were smushed next to each other in the circle of Mingjue’s arms.

Wen Ning seemed to bask in the hug, but Song Lan looked mildly uncomfortable at that much contact.

Mingjue suspected the Taoist priest’s aversion to touch had something to do with his fastidiousness and dislike of dirt.

Soon enough, Song Lan extricated himself from the embrace but ruffled Wen Ning’s hair instead.

Mingjue kept an arm around the smallest corpse and Wen Ning didn’t seem in any hurry to pull away.

That was when he was suddenly struck with a thought.

What if this was a chance.

His first brotherhood ended with him and the youngest killing each other and their middle brother in seclusion.

Maybe, just maybe, this was an opportunity to try again.

He could protect these ones.
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Song Lan was nervous.

Master Wei had told him that the healing process for a shattered soul was going to be long and arduous. And that was if they even wanted to come back.

He had been able to form new bodies for them, some kind of sun dew plant he had learned about during his travels.

Song Lan hoped it would work. He hoped A-Qing and Xiao Xingchen would be able to come back.

That they would want to.

He didn’t know what he would do if he were to lose them for good.

Song Lan’s undead companions stuck with him and kept his mind off of things. He was grateful for this strange bond that had formed between them.

He was grateful for Wen Ning’s sweetness and sensitivity and ability to know when Song Lan was bothered. He found the Ghost General’s tendency to state the obvious endearing. He could even deal with his terrible sense of humor.

He enjoyed Nie Mingjue’s dry sense of humor, no-nonsense attitude and ability to face things head-on (or off). He could do without the physical contact, but that seemed part and parcel of the former sect leader.

(Song Lan had a brief moment of horror at the fact he just made a pun. Wen Ning was wearing off on him)

He was allowed into the room where the souls of his other companions were healing for two hours every day. Too much exposure to his fierce corpse resentful energy, Wei Wuxian had said, could compromise the procedure.

He wished he could talk to them. Tell them how much he wished they would come back. That he was waiting.

These visits either left him with hope or exhausted. No matter what, one or both of his undead companions would be waiting for him.

One would think that fierce corpses couldn’t do much. They didn’t have qi to mediate, they didn’t really need to train, they didn’t need to eat and couldn’t get drunk.

Instead, they sat in the rabbit field.

Nie Mingjue would tell them battle stories and what it was like growing up in a sect praised for their battle prowess.

Wen Ning would hesitantly talk about his life, alternately cutting himself off or abruptly changing the subject when it became something sad. The amount of times he did that made Song Lan think he experienced far too much sadness in his short life and an equal amount of tragic misfortune in his unlife.
Song Lan again wished he was able to communicate easier than writing.

The rabbits still did not like Nie Mingjue. Either that, or they thought he was particularly tasty because they nipped at him quite frequently. They adored Wen Ning and tolerated Song Lan.

The days passed peaceful and uneventful and it was actually something of a nice pace.

It was one such day that Wen Ning posed an interesting suggestion.

“Song-daozhang,” he began in his slow, thoughtful way, “have you ever heard of finger spelling?”

Song Lan shook his head.

Wen Ning’s stiff fingers moved slowly into several hand motions that vaguely resembled actions and Chinese characters.

“It’s a way of communicating with people who are unable to hear,” he said, “I had a cousin who suffered deafness and my family learned finger spelling to communicate with her. It might be faster than writing, if you are interested in learning it”

Song Lan considered it for a brief moment before nodding.

“Can you teach me too?” Nie Mingjue interjected. Wen Ning nodded.

“And when your friends recover I can teach them too,” Song Lan noticed Wen Ning’s use of the word “when” instead of “if” and smiled slightly.

He didn’t know what to think about Wen Ning’s offer and Nie Mingjue’s request.

He was...happy.

Happy that he had found people who understood him and were willing to go so far as to learn and teach a new method of communication for him. Happy that he wasn’t spending his unlife alone. Happy that there was the possibility that Xingchen and A-Qing could be brought back.

“We can start with the basics,” Wen Ning said, holding up his hands.

They sat in the clearing for several hours, until the sky began to get dark. They had made significant progress. They could now communicate in basic sentences and spell out words they hadn’t learned yet.

It was indeed easier, despite the fact the stiffness of their dead flesh made the finer movements slightly more difficult to form. And Song Lan was grateful he wouldn’t have to drag out a notepad any time he wanted to talk to his undead friends.

And Wen Ning was a good teacher. He had endless patience and didn’t mind going over the same word several times, pausing to correct the finger placement and hand shape in his companions’ stiff extremities.

Nie Mingjue showed a surprising knack for it and when they had given him looks of amazement, he had shrugged best he could and explained it was very similar to hand signals used during night hunts.

That gave Wen Ning the idea to figure out how to incorporate common night hunting hand motions to try and make their method of communication easier to be understood by others.
Song Lan found himself repeatedly touched and amazed by the capacity for caring that the Ghost General demonstrated.

It also made him mourn for everything the younger corpse had been through.

If there was ever anyone who suffered a fate they did not deserve, it was Wen Ning.

Nie Mingjue’s efforts to learn a new form of communication had surprised Song Lan. The Taoist priest had thought the former sect leader far too unyielding to bother.

“By the time your friends wake up,” Nie Mingjue clapped him hard on the shoulder, “you’ll be able to teach them this language yourself!”

Song Lan glanced between his companions.

Their calm certainty that Xingchen and A-Qing would recover bolstered Song Lan’s spirit. He knew he tended to be more pessimistic than most, but just maybe things would be alright.
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For the first time in a long time Wen Ning was genuinely happy.

Sure, he had moments of happiness; seeing A-Yuan all grown up and happy, being able to see Wei-gongzi and Second Master Lan get married, finally being accepted by Jin Ling despite being the reason his parents were dead. But the last time he could remember being genuinely happy while being undead was at the Burial Mounds with his family. When he was alive, he was pretty sure the last time he had been consistently happy instead of just moments of happy was when his parents were alive.

But now, he was happy.

He wasn’t alone.

He had been mostly content before. But existing as a fierce corpse was a painfully solitary experience. Even with Wei-gongzi and A-Yuan and his friends, he was still alone. They were alive, they couldn’t relate.

Then Nie Mingjue had crashed his way through the pervasive loneliness and Song Zichen followed, carefully avoiding the rubble.

It felt almost like having family again.

Nie Mingjue’s tough love, the way he would ruffle his hair or cuff him over the head for doing something particularly airheaded reminded him of his sister.

Song Zichen’s stern but gentle chiding and obvious disapproval and concern whenever Wen Ning put himself in danger reminded him of Uncle Four.

They were both picking up finger spelling rather quickly. It was fairly impressive, in Wen Ning’s opinion.

But he could tell they were both preoccupied.

When not with Wen Ning and Nie Mingjue, Song Zichen spent his time hovering outside the room his other companions were healing.

Nie Mingjue lurked somewhere within the Cloud Recesses, almost stalking the sect leader in his seclusion.

Wen Ning couldn’t quite understand why Nie Mingjue didn’t just talk to Lan Xichen. It seemed rather uncharacteristic for a man who usually just confronted things head on.

He wasn’t sure how to help his friends.

They were sitting in the rabbit field, just Wen Ning and Song Zichen.

Chifeng-zun had been pulled aside by Wei-gongzi to experiment with a better method of keeping his bits attached to his bobs.

“How’s the healing for your friends coming along?” Wen Ning was shredding the grass and making a small pile on top of the rabbit sleeping in his lap.
It’s slow. Zichen spelled out, handing more grass to Wen Ning, who added it to the steadily growing pile on the furry lump. I wish I could talk to them. Maybe that would help.

“I could talk to them for you,” Wen Ning said, the idea hitting him like lightning. “You could tell me what you want me to say and I could say it”

He could sense the air of surprise around the Taoist priest.

Really?

“Yeah,” Wen Ning forced his facial muscles to move in a smile. “Let’s go!”

“With the both of you, you can only be in for an hour,” Wei-gongzi warned when they approached him with their request. “The resentful energy from two fierce corpses is a lot”

“Thank you, Wei-gongzi,” Wen Ning bowed. “I won’t be in there long”

He followed Zichen into the room.

Two bodies were lying on tables, covered in a white cloth and talismans. Spirit trapping pouches were sitting between the bodies surrounded by more talismans.

“Hello,” Wen Ning began cautiously, watching as Song Zichen wrote. This was a bit complicated for finger spelling. “You don’t know me, but my name is Wen Ning. I’m, I’m friends with Song Zichen. He can’t talk but he wishes he could,” Wen Ning glanced at the paper that Song-daozhang finished writing on. “He wants to tell you how much he misses you and that Xue Yang is dead. He wants me to tell you he doesn’t blame you and he’s not mad either, he never was. He knows how much pain you must have been in, but he just wants you to come back. He’s traveled far to find a way and he hopes he can be reunited with you. He misses you. He misses you both so much. Please come back”

Silence fills the room. Wen Ning didn’t expect anything else.

“Song-daozhang,” Wen Ning looked at him, “I can come with you again, if you wish?”

Zichen nodded.

Wen Ning left the recovery room, leaving Zichen behind.

“Wen Ning, can I talk to you?”

Wen Ning tilted his head as Wei Wuxian approached him.

“I’m glad you’ve made friends,” Wei Wuxian smiled, but it was sad. “I know I’ve been...somewhat negligent of you as of late”

“Mm,” Wei Wuxian held up a hand, “let me finish,” Wen Ning nodded. “You deserved so much better than everything that happened to you. Both in life and in death. I’ve found a way to...” Wei Wuxian furrowed his brow and took a breath, “well, a way to release you from your body. You would die a final time and your soul would join the cycle of reincarnation. If you want...”

Wen Ning wasn’t sure he was hearing right.

“Of course, you don’t have to decide now,” Wei Wuxian said quickly, holding up his hands. “Or
even ever. But the option is there”

“Thank you, Wei-gongzi,” Wen Ning moved to bow.

Wei Wuxian stopped him.

“Aiya, A-Ning! You do everything I tell you except stop treating me like your master! You’re my friend, A-Ning. You always have been and you always will be,” he brushed a strand of hair out of Wen Ning’s hair. “Say it; you are my friend”

“You are my friend,” Wen Ning said, amusement curling dully in his empty chest cavern.

“Say I am your friend”

“I am your friend”

“Now say I will stop calling you Wei-gongzi”

A flicker of mischief joined the amusement and Wen Ning bowed his head.

“I will not stop calling you Wei-gongzi”

“A-Ning!”

“Wei-gongzi”

Wei Wuxian pulled back, intense fondness glittering in his grey eyes before he pulled Wen Ning into a hug.

His new body is much shorter than his old one. Before, he had been taller than Wen Ning and now he was shorter.

Wen Ning returned the hug slightly awkwardly, careful not to accidentally crush Wei Wuxian. He didn’t always know his own strength.

“Isn’t this adorable,” a rumbling voice said in amusement.

They looked up to see Nie Mingjue standing a few feet away. He was trying to smile, but the dead muscles wouldn’t cooperate and just gave him a terrifying grimace.

“Song Lan in with his friends?” he jabbed his thumb to the door of the recovery room.

“Yup!” Wei Wuxian rocked on his feet, “A-Ning here talked to their spirits for Song Zichen”

Nie Mingjue let out a “huh” sound.

“Now if only you could talk to Xichen for me,” he said. Wen Ning knew he was only half joking.

“I could help you too,” Wen Ning blinked at the larger corpse, who’s brows drew together on his forehead. “I think you should talk to him”

“I don’t even know what I would say”

Wen Ning cocked his head to the side.

“Maybe you don’t have to say anything,” Wen Ning said softly, thinking about his family. “Maybe even just seeing him, or having him see you would be enough. Or maybe you’ll know what to say
when you need to”

Wei Wuxian looked thoughtfully at Wen Ning before glancing at Nie Mingjue.

“Chifeng-zun,” he said, “I think it would be good for both you and Xichen-gege. At least try. He’s been very sad. It’s worrying Lan Zhan”

Nie Mingjue made a sound that would have been a sigh if he had lungs that required air.

Wen Ning carefully wrapped his hand around Nie Mingjue’s wrist and tugged him in the direction of the Hanshi.

The larger corpse hesitated, but allowed his smaller companion to pull him along.

Wen Ning reached the door. He felt irrationally nervous. He didn’t know why he was the one feeling nervous. Probably because he still didn’t feel entirely welcome in the Cloud Recesses, and now he was about to make his presence known to the sect leader.

He glanced back at Nie Mingjue and determination flickered through him. He steeled his nerves before knocking on the door.

“Sect Leader Lan?”

Silence.

“Sect Leader Lan. It’s. Um. It’s Wen Ning, I. There’s someone who wants to speak to you but is too worried about what you’ll think”

Nie Mingjue’s expression was annoyed.

“You didn’t have to tell him that!”

“Da-ge?” a startled voice came from inside. “Is that you?”

Wen Ning glanced at his friend, who looked like he was about to run away.

The door opened and Lan Xichen’s head popped out. His face was gaunt and almost as pale as Wen Ning’s own.

With a gentle push to Nie Mingjue, Wen Ning left to give them privacy.

Wandering back to beneath his tree he laid down in the dirt like he used to.

This time, he was content.

He was able to help his friends, even just a little bit.
Nie Mingjue awkwardly sat in front of his remaining sworn brother.

He had had to resist the urge to shout in dismay at his appearance.

Xichen looked terrible; his normally flawless skin was paper white and dry, making the dark circles beneath his eyes stand out. He was too thin, his white robes hanging off his frame.

“Da-ge...I don’t...how?”

“Wei Wuxian brought my consciousness back like he did with Wen Ning”

“Ah,” Xichen’s dark eyes studied him. “How do you feel about that?”

“Truthfully?” Nie Mingjue shrugged stiffly, “it’s not so bad anymore. At first it sucked. But you get used to it. Although the fact my limbs won’t stay in place is a problem”

“Your...what?”

To demonstrate, Nie Mingjue tugged off his arm and tossed it onto the table with a plop.

Xichen’s eyes widened and he looked somewhat horrified.

“Wen Ning is usually pretty good at reattaching them,” he trapped his arm against the table, preventing it from wandering off to go fight something. “It’s just obnoxious. Although Wei Wuxian is trying to come up with a more permanent way of attaching them”

“...I see,” Xichen blinked. “That would indeed be a little inconvenient”

“It’s worse when I lose my head”

The sound Xichen made was akin to a wounded animal.

“Your...head?”

“Yeah. I’d show you that too, but that’s even more annoying than an arm”

“I’m...I’m good,” Xichen looked vaguely ill. “The arm is plenty”

Mingjue nodded, satisfied.

“Xichen,” he studied his erstwhile sworn brother, “forgive me, but you look awful”

Xichen gave him a tight smile.

“Yes, well. Given everything that happened...” he trailed off, looking like he was about to cry.
Mingjue couldn’t take it anymore, he launched forward and wrapped his remaining arm around Xichen’s body, pulling his er-di against him.

Like this, he could feel how thin Xichen actually was.

The arm he was holding was trapped against the now-frail back. The hand awkwardly patted Xichen on the shoulder as Xichen broke down crying.

If he had been alive, Mingjue’s heart would be breaking.

He held Xichen tightly as his er-di cried on his shoulder. He was privately grateful he didn’t smell like a rotting corpse (although he wasn’t sure why that was).

“I’m so sorry, da-ge,” Xichen finally croaked out once the tears slowed to a stop. “I should have done better...been better”

Mingjue held Xichen tighter.

“It wasn’t your fault,” he said firmly.

“I should have seen A-Yao’s ambitions. I shouldn’t have tried to force the two of you to swear brotherhood. There’s so much...”

“You couldn’t have guessed what would happen,” Mingjue said, “I’ve had a lot of time to think about it. And being dead has made me realize a lot of things. Er-di. There’s a lot I could have done differently too. I never should have sworn brotherhood with Meng Yao, knowing how much I distrusted him. Honestly? We should have parted ways completely after the Sunshot Campaign. But you, er-di, you have nothing to feel guilty over”

Xichen looked at him with watery brown eyes, his ever-present smile nowhere to be seen. Mingjue was never great at cheering people up, but he knew he had to try.

“On the bright side,” Mingjue tried to smile. “I’m feeling more clear-headed now than I was when I was alive”

Xichen’s doe-brown eyes were soft.

“I’m sorry,” he whispered.

“You don’t have to be,” Mingjue said, pulling him into another hug. This time, Xichen returned the embrace.

He knew they had a lot to unpack. A lot to talk about. A lot to deal with. It wouldn’t be easy, but they had time. They could fix this.

“You wouldn’t be able to help me reattach my arm?” Mingjue held it up with a stiff grin. Xichen let out a watery laugh.

“Sure, da-ge”

They would be alright, Mingjue decided as Xichen got up to retrieve spirit-binding thread.

They would be alright.
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Song Lan was a little concerned about his fellow fierce corpse.

Wen Ning had been strangely distant lately, almost as though he would get lost in thought.

After leaving the slowly mending bodies of Xiao Xingchen and A-Qing, he decided to track down the fierce corpse in question.

Wei Wuxian said that it seemed like their spirits were getting stronger and he had been optimistic that they would return.

A-Qing’s in particular was almost ready to go back into the new body.

The first place he checked was the back of the mountain, where the rabbits were kept. It was the most likely place to find Wen Ning.

Except he wasn’t there.

Song Lan went to go check the Hanshi, where Wen Ning had taken to staking out in an attempt to convince Nie Mingjue to speak to his erstwhile sworn brother.

No Wen Ning.

Now Song Lan was getting a bit worried. It wasn’t like the smallest of their trio to go missing like that. Wen Ning was usually terribly predictable.

He thought back to when he had first encountered Wen Ning. The fierce corpse had been lying under a tree. Song Lan quickly headed in the direction he remembered.

Sure enough, Wen Ning was lying beneath the same tree. Song Lan felt a brief flicker of deja vu and reflected on how far they had come since that day.

Song Lan had not expected to find friends like Wen Ning and Nie Mingjue. Their unique situations bonding them in a way that no one else could ever understand.

He stepped on a twig to let Wen Ning know of his presence. The not so fierce corpse sat up.

“Daozhang,” Wen Ning said, “hello”

Song Lan waved.

Can I join you? he signed. Wen Ning nodded. Song Lan gingerly sat down on the grass, avoiding the patches of dirt.

Wen Ning looked at him and Song Lan felt a rush of affection for the silly corpse; his long hair was tangled with dirt and debris clinging stubbornly to the strands. Wen Ning was absolutely horrible at taking care of himself.

Are you alright? Song Lan signed. You’ve been distant lately.

Wen Ning stared at him, unblinking before looking away.

“I didn’t think anyone would notice,” Wen Ning admitted. Song Lan felt the familiar ache he got
whenever Wen Ning said things like that. “Wei-gongzi,” Wen Ning began slowly, “he found a way to release my soul from my body…” blunt fingers scraped clumsily at the grass.

*Is that something you would want?* Song Lan signed.

“I don’t know,” Wen Ning looked up at the sky, “not too long ago, I would have said yes. But now...now I don’t know”

*Do you have to decide right away?* Song Lan signed. He wasn’t sure what the feeling in his chest was at the thought of Wen Ning no longer being around, but he didn’t like it.

He could understand if Wen Ning wanted to be freed, the gods know that he’s suffered enough for several lifetimes.

Song Lan hoped that Wen Ning’s suffering will be worth it in his next life.

“No,” Wen Ning shook his head stiffly. “Wei-gongzi said it was just in case”

*You’ll know when you’re ready.* Song Lan told him. *The fact you’re having doubts makes me think you’re not quite there yet.*

Wen Ning looked up and nodded.

“I think you’re right,” his features did their best approximation of relieved.

“And we’d support you either way,” Mingjue’s deep rumble reaches their ears.

The former Nie sect leader dropped down heavily next to Wen Ning, slinging an arm over his shoulder.

“How did your talk with Sect Leader Lan go?” Wen Ning asked, looking up at the larger fierce corpse.

“I think it went well!” Nie Mingjue tried to smile, but it came out as an vaguely terrifying grimace. “It’s not perfect, but we’ll get there”

Song Lan nodded. He hoped that Xingchen and A-Qing would be the same.

“Your hair is a mess,” Nie Mingjue shoved Wen Ning’s head down. “How does it get in this state?”

“Um. I’m not sure?” Wen Ning moved to look up at Mingjue, who roughly turned his head.

“Stay still while I sort this out”

Song Lan watched the pair with amusement.

He would understand if Wen Ning wanted to be released, but he was secretly glad that he had decided to stay.
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“A beast?” Nie Mingjue crossed his arms.

The trio of corpses had been summoned by Wei-gongzi and Second Master Lan.

“Yes,” Wei-gongzi twirled his flute. “Unfortunately, this creature has been too difficult for the cultivators of Xinyi Zhang Sect. As a sect under the protection of Gusu Lan, it’s our responsibility to help. Sizhui and Jingyi will go with you as representatives.”

“A fight is just what I need,” Chifeng-zun’s grin was mildly terrifying, “I was beginning to get bored.”

Wen Ning exchanged a glance with Song-daozhang.

Last time they had gone on an excursion, it had ended up with them walking Nie Mingjue’s headless body back home like a dog.

Wei-gongzi, however, looked confident in his assessment of them being the best corpses for the job.

Well, in all fairness, they were probably the only corpses for the job.

The trip to Xinyi was fairly quick, it was a smaller town not far from Caiyi. They met the Zhang Sect disciples at the edge of a deserted dock.

They were greeted by a cluster of eight disciples, all of whom looked far too young to be fighting a monster that Wei-gongzi had said was dangerous.

“Thank you for coming so quickly esteemed cultivators and, erm...guests?” the eldest stepped forward and bowed, she glanced at the fierce corpses with a slightly skeptical and wary expression. “My name is Wan Li”

A-Yuan smiled calmly.

“Thank you,” he replied, “my name is Lan Sizhui. This is Lan Jingyi. Our companions are Song Zichen, Nie Mingjue, and Wen Ning.”

A murmur went up from the cluster at the names.

“Th-the Ghost General!” one of the smaller disciples shrieked.

Several others crowded around her, huddling away from Wen Ning and staring at him with wide, frightened eyes.

“No one has ever survived an encounter with him!” one of the other disciples said in a not-so-
hushed whisper.

The reaction was nothing new for him, but it always hurt when it happened. He shifted, trying to hide behind Nie Mingjue’s bulk.

The former sect leader was having none of that, apparently. Because he picked him up by the back of his robes, holding him in the air like a mother cat holding her kitten by the scruff of his neck, and set him front and center.

“You need to be more confident,” Nie Mingjue said. “So what if they’re afraid of you?”

“I don’t like people being afraid of me,” Wen Ning confessed, staring at the ground. Song-daozhang patted him on the shoulder.

“You’re a fierce corpse. They’re going to be afraid of you one way or the other,” Nie Mingjue said, “you wanna change their view on you? Do something about it”

Wen Ning tilted his head, confused as to what the former sect leader said.

He turned to the cluster of disciples.

“Hello,” he bowed, “my name is Wen Ning”

Several of them let out shrieks as they scrambled away.

Well, that didn’t work.

The senior disciple sighed and shook her head. Her smile spoke of all the pain and exasperation of a long-suffering older sibling.

“I apologize for my shimei. She can be a bit...hysterical sometimes,” Wan Li bowed.

“It’s fine,” Wen Ning said resignedly, moving to hide behind Nie Mingjue again.

This time it was Song-daozhang who pulled him out of his hiding spot. Wen Ning sent him a pleading look only to be met with an unimpressed flat stare.

No hiding. the Taoist priest signed.

“Anyway, it first showed up in this part of the lake,” she gestured to the water. “It’s been really bad for the town, because this is where all our goods are shipped to and from. Several of our senior disciples went after it, but they were all killed almost right away”

“I see,” A-Yuan frowned. “What is this creature?”

“See for yourself,” she said with a sigh.

Disciple Wan sent out a talisman. It exploded over the water, sending sparks down.

Nothing happened for several minutes and Wen Ning wondered if it was even awake when the water began to swirl and an eerie shriek split the air as something large and pale stretched up from the depths.

It really was pretty gruesome, Wen Ning decided.

The creature was whiter than jade, with a long, skinny torso and stringy black hair, reminiscent of
seaweed. It’s perfectly circular head was featureless save for a thin line bisecting what Wen Ning assumed was it’s face. Several arms with thin, spindly fingers tipped with sharp nails shot out from its back and the thin line opened into a gaping, toothless grin.

One arm came right for the trio of corpses and Song-daozhang slashed it off with a sword. It flopped onto the dock and Wen Ning was reminded of Nie Mingjue’s arm.

It turned in their direction and another arm shot out.

Wen Ning dodged and Nie Mingjue ripped the arm off with his bare hands.

“It doesn’t have eyes!” Chifeng-zun complained, “how the fuck can it see us?”

Sonar? Song-daozhang signed. Maybe it senses us?

“Either way!” the former sect leader shouts, “it’s going down!”

We can’t even reach it. Daozhang told them. It’s in the middle of the lake. We can’t swim, we sink.

Wen Ning had an idea. With a heavy thrust, he wrapped one chain around the water beast’s neck, looped his arms around a tree and sent the other chain out parallel to the first.

“Chifeng-zun!” Wen Ning called, “Song-daozhang! I made you a bridge!”

The former sect leader didn’t even question it, he jumped onto Wen Ning’s shoulders and ran down the chains.

With a roar, he jumped on the beast and began ripping it apart with his bare hands.

Song-daozhang had two swords drawn as he followed Nie Mingjue.

Suddenly, a scream split the air.

“A-di!”

Wen Ning saw one of the arms headed for a younger disciple and moved on instinct, using his chains to swing him right in front of the kid.

The hand went straight through his stomach with a soft, vaguely squishy crunch.

“Run!” he shouted at the disciple, who was staring in shock at the head-sized hole in Wen Ning’s abdomen. He had the ridiculous thought that he could probably use it as storage before wrapping his chain around the hand and ripping it off the beast.

Between him, Song-daozhang, and Chifeng-zun, they were able to dispatch the beast with slightly more effort than they had hoped it would take.

Wen Ning had just been flung bodily through the air as the dying scream of the beast reverberated in his bones.

He landed in a clump of flowers, one particularly bright clump of pink flowers poked almost perfectly through the hole in his stomach.

Huh. Maybe he could grow plants in it instead.

He managed to sit up, dislodging all flora from his orifices, both old and new, when a soft voice
reached his ear.

“Um...Ghost General, sir?”

Wen Ning looked up.

It was the disciple from earlier. The one who had shrieked. She was standing a few feet away, looking nervous.

Wen Ning instinctively hid his midsection, briefly wondering if he could disguise it using the flowers from earlier. He knew from what people said that seeing a walking, talking being with a giant hole in it could be rather unnerving.

“Th-thank you for saving my brother,” she bowed, “and I’m sorry for how I acted earlier. We’ve only ever heard the stories”

Wen Ning looked at his hands.

“It’s okay,” he told her, “I’m used to it”

Something complicated crossed her features and she held out a small pouch. “For you,” she said. Wen Ning hesitantly reached for it, cradling it in his hands.

“Thank you,” Wen Ning bowed. She smiled at him.

“The stories were all wrong, weren’t they?”

“I don’t know,” Wen Ning answered truthfully, “but...I don’t eat people, if that helps?”

She giggled, the last of the tension easing from her posture.

“Thank you for everything!” she waved as she ran to join the other disciples.

“Thank you Ghost General!” the cluster of disciples chorused, bowing in Wen Ning’s direction. Wen Ning returned the bow and watched them hurry off.

A heavy hand landed on his shoulder and he turned to see Nie Mingjue. The former sect leader was holding onto his left arm, the hand of which was the one on Wen Ning’s shoulder.

“What did I tell you?” he said, gesturing with the appendage, “you changed their view on you”

Wen Ning forced his facial muscles into a smile.

Suddenly, Nie Mingjue’s arm made a sudden bid for freedom. The former sect leader flailed with it, but it ended up dropping over the side of the dock and landing in the lake with a splash.

Nie Mingjue and Wen Ning watched it sink down into the water.

“Well fuck,” Chifeng-zun said succinctly. Wen Ning agreed as he jumped in after the wayward limb.

...

Wei Wuxian stared in amused disbelief as the bedraggled trio of corpses he had come to view as his sect returned.
Wen Ning would obviously be the head disciple. The head disciple who was currently sporting a bushel of pink flowers in his midsection.

”A-Ning,” Wei Wuxian waved him over. “Getting into gardening?” he gestured to the flowers.

”Oh!” Wen Ning blinked. “I figured the flowers were less gross than me walking around with a hole in my stomach”

Wei Wuxian sighed.

”A-Ning, we’ve been over this. You really need to stop getting holes punched into you”

”Sorry”

Wei Wuxian smiled, thoroughly amused.

”Come on, let’s get you fixed up and these in the ground where they belong”

Wen Ning nodded, following obediently behind him.

Well, if there’s one thing to be said about his sect, it’s never a dull moment.
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